
When your kittens first arrive home, you’ll want your home to be as calm as peaceful as possible. Bringing

home a kittens is very exciting, but you’ll want to remember to keep your activities around them as calm

and quiet as possible at first. Follow the below steps to make your cat’s transition as stress free as

possible.

1. Release the kittens in their designated area. Allow the kittens to come out of its carrier at their own

pace – never reach in or force a cat to leave its carrier.

2. Speak softly to the kittens and offer treats when they come out of their carrier. If possible, sit on the

floor while doing this.

3. Once your kittens seem comfortable with you, you can offer your hand in a loosely closed fist for the

kitten to sniff. If the kitten approaches, you can continue to softly talk and pet the cat starting at the top

of their head.

Allow your foster cat some time to explore their new surroundings and get adjusted. Cats will take a bit of

time before they are comfortable in a new place. Every cat is different, some may take more time to

adjust than others. Do not force any new interactions (introducing other animals, large number of people,

kids, etc) on the cat if they are still adjusting.

Foster kittens should initially be kept separate

from other pets in the home. The space should

also be easy to sanitize, as well as free from any

breakable items. Many foster families like to set

up foster kittens in a spare bathroom, spare room,

large dog crate, or kitten playpen. Kittens don't

need a ton of space, but they are very good at

hiding in places you never knew existed! They

should have soft bedding, a short and easy-to

access litter box, and lots of toys. Kittens should

also have access to food and water at all times.

Depending on their age, younger kittens may

need an additional heat source such as a

Snuggle Disc or a heating pad. Just make sure

they always have space to move away from the

heat source if they get too hot. Make sure the

space is clear of any breakable items, as well as

small items that may be easy to digest!
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Introducing Kittens to the Space



Ideally kittens should be kept separate from your personal pets initially. This is for health as well as

safety reasons. Although kittens may appear healthy when you bring them home, there is a potential for

them to be in the incubation period of an illness. Kittens have compromised immune systems so illness is

not uncommon. You can introduce resident pets to your kittens at your own discretion, but we

recommend waiting at least 10-14 days to minimize any exposure to potential illnesses. Just make sure

any resident pets are up to date on vaccinations! 

Introducing Kittens to Other Pets In the Home

Diarrhea

It's not uncommon for young kittens to experience diarrhea. Transitioning diets in addition to stress,

and sometimes intestinal parasites can all cause upset tummies. If your foster kittens are experiencing

consistent diarrhea please contact the foster care team at foster@indyhumane.org. 

Vaccines & De-wormer

Foster kittens require booster vaccines every 2-3 weeks, and will also receive de-wormer each time they

get vaccinated. You may see worms in their stool right after they receive de-wormer; this is just the

medication doing it's job to eliminate the parasites. Just clean up after your kitten and properly dispose

of the waste. Then be sure to wash hands! The worms should resolve in a day or so.

Your kitten may also seem a little tender in the area where they received the vaccine, or may seem a

little lethargic for the day. These are considered normal vaccine reactions. If symptoms persist past 24

hours please contact the foster care team at foster@indyhumane.org.



Upper Respiratory infections can be common in kittens, so if you notice sneezing with

colored nasal discharge please contact the foster care team at foster@indyhumane.org. 

Even if your foster kittens are weaned and eating independently, it's important to monitor

their weights. Re-weigh kittens regularly to ensure they are gaining weight. 

Kittens require foster care until they are 2 pounds or 8 weeks old. This is when they can be

spayed/neutered and made available for adoption. 

Kittens require vaccine boosters every 2-3 weeks. The foster care team will be in touch with

you to schedule those appointments. 

Just like with puppies, socialization is extremely important for growing kittens. Get your

kitten used to different handling by touching their paws and playing with them often! Cat

wand toys are excellent ways to interact with your kittens and tire them out. Refrain from

using your hands as toys when playing with kittens; just like with puppies, we don't want to

encourage biting or scratching of human hands. 

Additional Things To Consider



Always hold the kitten in an upright position, with all four paws on the surface and head level. Think

how they would be positioned if nursing from mom! 

Never hold a kitten upside down like a human baby to feed. This can cause formula to end up in the

lungs and result in pneumonia. 

Gently stroking kittens with a clean toothbrush can help stimulate them to eat - it feels like a mama

cat's tongue! 

Formula should just barely drip out of the nipple. Do not squeeze the bottle and let the kitten drink at

her own pace. 

Always weight kittens BEFORE and AFTER feedings to ensure they are fed the proper amount. Weight-

feed-weigh! 

Following every bottle feeding kittens should be stimulated to go potty. Gently stimulate the kittens

genital area with a soft, absorbent material like a warm wet wash cloth or baby wipe. Gently rub in a

circular motion, and continue to do so until they are finished. 

Newborn kittens need feed every 2-4 hours depending on exact age. The amount they are fed depends

on their weight, but a general rule of thumb is to feed 5 grams of food per 100 grams of body weight.

Bottle baby kittens should only be fed their specified formula (NO cow's milk!). Follow the directions on

the container if the formula is a powder, as any modifications can cause diarrhea or constipation. After

placing the prepared formula in a bottle, you'll want the formula to be slightly warmed. The best way to

do this is by filling a bowl or mug with hot water and placing the bottle of formula in the bowl or mug.

Microwaving can overheat the formula or warm unevenly. Always test a small amount of formula on your

inner wrist before feeding!

Feeding Guidelines
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Start by offering a small amount of gruel on your finger or baby spoon. Hold it up to the kitten's mouth

to see if they accept it. 

If they are interested, show them a shallow dish with more gruel. 

They might have a tough time eating from the dish, so be sure to monitor and assist with a spoon or

your finger when needed. 

Don't rush the weaning process -- all ktitens are individuals and will wean on their own time. 

If they seem interested in the gruel but can't navigate eating it, try feeding gruel with a syringe. Same

technique applies as if you were administering a bottle -- be sure to hold kitten in an upright position. 

Around 4 weeks of age, kittens can be introduced to solid foods. At 4-5 weeks of age, a kitten's pre-

molars start to emerge which indicates they are ready for more meaty foods. The best way to start this is

with gruel, which is canned kitten food mixed with warm water. This will give the food an applesauce-like

consistency, which is easier for weaning kittens to eat. 

When kittens are fully weaned and

eating independently, you can leave

out dry kitten food & water for them to

access at all times. You can also

supplement with canned kitten food 1-2

times a day. 

Check out "Kitten Lady" on
Instagram, Facebook, and

Youtube for additional kitten
care tips!
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